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Greetings!

Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our Club Zoom
travel offers and promotions.
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View our Recent Rio Carnival Photos
New Amphibians Discovered in India
Featured Destination with Marionetta Fuego and Bryan Herb
Sassy Gay Traveler, by Daniel Lieser
Zooming with Joel
Join us on Facebook!
Club Zoom
Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter

View our Recent Rio Carnival Photos
Zoom Vacations works very hard to
make sure that all of our tours are
thoroughly researched and planned,
to give our guests the best possible
experience. However, there are some
things one just cannot control,
especially weather.

Our recent trip Rio over Carnival
enjoyed perhaps the best weather we
have ever seen in Rio de Janeiro, and
we definitely made the most of it!

See some of the photos from the
trip

New Amphibians Discovered in India
At a time when mass communication
is "shrinking" the planet, and more
and more people are feeling like they
have seen and done it all, it is pretty
incredible to know that there are still
new species of animal and plant life
being discovered.

What is not surprising is that the
latest has turned up in India, a country known for surprise and
intrigue.

A new family of legless amphibians was just discovered in Northeast
India. They are limbless, soil-dwelling amphibians called caecilians,
and residents of the area had mistaken the amphibians for snakes,

Featured
Travelers: Lee
and Gary, from

Florida

Gary and Lee had a
great experience with
Zoom Vacations in South
Africa, and they decided
to join us on another
exotic adventure, this
time to India, Bhutan,
and Nepal. Lee took
some time to reflect with
us on these destinations
and gay travel in
general.

Zoom: Why did you
decide to take this trip
with Zoom Vacations?

Lee: We had the delight
of doing two Zoom
Vacations: one to South
Africa and one to
Bhutan, India and Nepal.
We chose Zoom because
we wanted a gay tour
company that had the
experience and the local
country contacts. At no
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which are, of course, reptiles.

This discovery has made many question what other secrets India
may possess. While Zoom Vacations' tour to India can't promise any
sightings of new species, we can assure you that you will have
experiences unlike any before, and you will see why India has
captured the passion and wonder of so many in recent years.

Read about our trip to India.

Featured Destination with Marionetta Fuego and Bryan Herb
This month check out our new travel
tip video with drag puppet sensation,
Marionetta Fuego, having fun with
Bryan Herb as they talk about the
reasons to visit South Africa.

Marionetta makes fun of Bryan for
being the whitest person she knows.

Watch the video

Sassy Gay Traveler, by Daniel Lieser
What are You Putting in Your
Bucket List

If you meet Zoom's Daniel, you will
know that he is one of the sweetest
guys out there. His arch nemesis, the
Sassy Gay Traveler--not so much.

This month, the Sassy Gay Traveler
gives his sassy-licious approach to
bucket list travel.

Everyone has a bucket list, and it seems that most bucket lists
usually have more travel items than anything else. So today I would
like to impart upon you all the details of my bucket list. My sassy
travel bucket list.

People ask me what the true purpose of travel is. In short, the
purpose of travel is to get as many cool Facebook status updates as
possible. You aren't having a good time until everyone at home
thinks you're having a good time and posts envious comments for all
to see. It's also important to have checked-in on FourSquare in all
those countries, to really prove that you were there. In the old days
people would aim for the most stamps in their passports. Today it's
all about the digital proof.

Ok, back to my bucket list: I need to see Lady Gaga or Kylie Minogue
perform on every continent except Antarctica. Although now that I
think about it, I bet Lady Gaga is totally going to perform there
eventually, if for nothing else than the shallow publicity it will attract.

For my bucket list it is very important for me to have the perfect
picture of a clever pose in front of every major world monument.
This is a sure way to get lots of picture comments and show

time on our travels with
Zoom did we experience
any hostility.

Zoom: What was one of
your highlights from
South Africa?

Lee: The highlight on
the Africa trip was the
twice daily safari rides.
We set out to find
African wild life in three
Land Rovers all going
their separate ways. We
saw every imaginable
African animal in its
native habitat. Each ride
lasted about three hours
and all three Land
Rovers met mid-time in
the jungle for coffee and
Danish or afternoon for
snacks and drinks and to
share experiences. What
fun. A very special Zoom
Signature Event was a
banquet with
candelabras, linen
napkins, table cloth and
delicious native food in
the open jungle. We
were greeted by native
dancers who entertained
us while we ate. The
most intimate animal
experience was the
elephant ride with baby
elephants with their
antics trailing along.
Each evening in our
individual very
comfortable cabin was a
special gift from Zoom.

Zoom: How about in
India?

Lee: The Bhutan, India
and Nepal trip was
amazing. With perfect
Zoom planning there
was a new and exciting
experience at every
turn. A highlight-the Taj
Mahal! Our hotel room
at the Taj Mahal Palace
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everyone how interesting and outlandish both my trips and my self
are. Here is my current bucket list for pictures with monuments:

Eiffel Tower: Lying down with the right camera angle so it looks like
the Eifel Tower is actually my penis.

Leaning Tower of Pisa: Same as above, but looks like a bent penis.

Big Ben: Either same as above, or standing next to a guy whose
name is Ben and is hopefully equally as "big".

Finally for my bucket list I must include something about all the
countless men who have "broadened" my "worldview". Sure, this
includes the exotic locals I inevitably meet up with on my trips, but
to be honest, living in Chicago you can't swing a cat without hitting a
handsome, gifted man with both a name and a home country I
couldn't hope to pronounce. Not that one needs to do much talking in
such a situation, but I digress.

Well, there you have it. My sassy travel bucket list. I hope this has
been an enlightening experience. Toodles!

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll provide the
answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel Cabrera, gets a
number of travel-related questions every
week. Email your travel question to Joel

Question:

Jeff from Seattle writes,

It seems like my gay friends travel a lot
more than my straight friends. Why do you
think traveling is so important to so many gay people?

Answer:

Dear Jeff,

Travel has always been a part of gay culture, and it is often part of
the way we socialize. it is very common to run into gay people you
know on a plane, or at a resort, or in a restaurant throughout the
world. Gay people are comfortable traveling! It is like they are wired
not to be afraid to explore.

Of course this is all my opinion, based on my personal observations,
but gay people will leave the bubble of their home/life to better
themselves because they understand the world has much to offer, to
teach them, and to help them grow. Generally speaking gay people
are so curious and social, and we often seek opportunities to relax
and experience a new culture. This relates to the abundance of gay
people in the arts industries (design, fashion, visual arts,
entertainment, etc). I think travel inspires their creative endeavors.

Join us on Facebook!
Zoom Vacations on Facebook

looked directly to the Taj
Mahal. In Udaipur we
stayed at the Taj Lake
Palace (in the middle of
the lake) where we had
a roof top banquet,
again with all the
trappings, looking over
all the night lights of the
lake and city.

Zoom: Have you kept in
touch with anyone you
met?

Lee: Being a gay group
there was a special
camaraderie and level of
comfort. We have kept in
touch with many of our
fellow travelers.

Zoom: Based on your
experience, how would
you describe Zoom's
approach to food and
dining?

Lee: All the meals
provided by Zoom were
excellent. Even on very
early mornings of travel
leaving before the
restaurant was open,
Zoom arranged for
breakfast special for our
group. On the coach we
were provided with
snacks and beverages
throughout day. We were
never hungry. All of the
hotels were safe, clean,
friendly and luxurious.

Zoom: How was it
beneficial to have a
Zoom Concierge on your
trip?

Lee: Zoom Concierge
Joel or Bryan always
looked after the details
and added an extra
sense of security.
Thanks to them, and
Marie Noelle, Travel
Coordinator in the office,
everything ran like clock
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Zoom Vacations' Facebook
community is growing! Check back
often to see destination travel videos
and photos. You'll also learn a travel
tip or two, and have the opportunity
to interact with others in our Zoom
Community.

Who will you meet? Well, you know,
the kind of people who desire
meaningful vacations in comfortable
settings where you can truly be
yourself, and enjoy incredible once-
in-a-lifetime experiences that would be difficult, impractical or
impossible to do on your own.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club Zoom,
here's the scoop. You will receive
discounts and special offers on
many of your favorite hotels,
retail outlets, and services
around the country! And the best
part is, it's free! It is simply our
way of saying, "thank you" for
being a part of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to redeem
these offers.

RETAILERS

Cheaplubes.com
Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)
David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune

HOTELS

Bali: The Saint Regis
Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Chicago: The Homewood Suites
Chicago: The Hotel Allegro Chicago
Chicago: Avenue Hotel Chicago
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
LA: The Marina del Rey Hotel
Mendocino: Stevenswood Spa Resort
NYC: The Standard Hotel
Portland, OR: The Jupiter Hotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

Visit our Club Zoom Page

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter
Zoom Vacations is increasing its presence on Twitter, giving quick,

work. All of the local
guides on both trips
were the best and
attuned to our group.

Zoom: Is there anything
else you would like to
add?

Lee: More unique once
in a life time experiences
you couldn't find
elsewhere.

Read about Zoom
Vacations' next trip to
South Africa

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our awards
and press archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Zoom Vacations is
Winner of the 2010
TripOut Gay Travel

Award for Best LGBT
Tour Operator!

A proud member
of
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relevant travel tidbits to our
followers, such as the latest trends,
tips, and hotspots.

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter if
you want to learn new things, be
introduced to people, get access to
information that you may not find on
your own, participate in experiences
that you find valuable, but might not
make time for unless prompted.

As always, thank you for being part of the Zoom Vacations
community!

Follow us on Twitter now.

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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